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Design for life
The unmistakable quality of moll

With unique desk and workplace designs, moll has pursued the same goal  
for decades: developing a system that accompanies its user throughout life. 
Quality, durability, adjustability, comfort and ease of use are the focus here. 
The greatest challenge is in creating a form that lasts throughout the years 
and changes with the preferences of the user.

moll unique: Design for life.
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A complete world for 
work and life
Desk, chair and light designed as one

For an optimal work environment, moll has developed more than just a piece 
of furniture, but an entire system. At the center are the individual needs of 
the user. The moll T7 is the only desk that covers the entire adjustment range 
to allow use in all phases of life and work.

With the moll T7, the desk and light form a 
single unit. This always assures that the user 
can study and work with high concentration 
and minimum fatigue.

For people over 6 feet, the range of height 
adjustment can be extended with an 
additional 4-inch adapter.
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Growing  
for a lifetime
The desk that meets the highest standards

There is no such thing as a perfect ergonomic posture. But there is a perfect 
desk for every activity and its specific demands. The moll T7 does it all 
supremely well. Its user-friendly operation and versatility allow optimal 
adaptation to every situation.

The moll T7’s drawer has a push-to-open 
function and offers room for everything  
that is needed for the desk, but not always 
needed on the desk.

Refined to the very detail: The optional 
cable duct with power management provides 
a place for power adapters and keeps the 
workplace neat.
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It’s a question  
of adjustment
Ergonomics starts with the chair

Optimal configuration of the desk chair is the basis for ergonomic seating. 
The moll S6 offers every function the user needs to adjust it to individual 
body mass and proportions: from the seating height to the seating depth to  
a separately adjustable backrest height. The six-armed star base and the 
braked castors ensure comfort and maximum safety.

Whether with or without an added cushion, the 
moll S6 employs the highest-quality materials 
together with the best crafts-manship.

To ensure that its ergonomic capabilities are 
used properly, the moll S6 is designed to be 
easy to work.
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Attractive form  
and function
Uncompromising design to the very detail

moll systems fit easily into sophisticatedly designed work and living 
environments. Its minimalist interplay of surface and color gives it lightness 
and clarity. Combination with the moll S6 chair and the moll C7 container 
results in distinctively unified form and function. User-friend, ergonomic 
and beautiful.

The moll C7 container extends the moll T7 
with drawers and a lockable supplies 
compartment. The face of the containers  
is adapted to the desk they go with.

The pad makes it easy to transform the  
moll C7 container into another place to sit. 
Its cover comes in the same fabrics available 
for the moll S6.
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The perfect  
work environment
For long-lasting comfortable seating

The actively breathing mesh of the moll S6 desk chair adapts flexibly to all 
body proportions and ensures lightness and a modern aura for the ideal desk 
environment. The optional upholstery provides long-lasting seating comfort. 
The selection of premium fabrics meets users’ highest expectations.

Comfort, softness and color accents: The 
optional cushions come in a large selection 
of fabrics.

Mix and match chair cushions: The moll S6’s 
cushions are also available individually. This 
makes it possible to combine mesh and cushion.
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Always rising  
to the occasion
A desk with class

The moll T7 cuts an attractive figure for every phase of work, home and life. 
Its range of heights makes it not only a traditional desk, but also a counter 
for quick notes in passing or for standing work. It finds a place in any work 
environment and stands sturdily in the midst of life.

The moll T7 reaches the highest heights,  
but also excels its lowest heights. Its 
electric-powered height adjustment easily 
adapts the desk to its users at any time.

The moll T7 is made with safety in mind.  
Its height adjustment is a two-handed 
operation and can be locked. The motor 
stops immediately if there is resistance. 
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A desk that lasts
Timeless design and character

The moll T7 brings together comfort, ergonomics and timelessly beautiful 
design like no other desk. Interchangeable color inlays and container faces 
give moll products maximum versatility. This lets the desk’s character be 
adapted at any time to current color trends and personal preferences.  
The uncompromising quality ensures lasting satisfaction — for a lifetime.

The moll T7 effortlessly integrates into any 
environment, yet remains striking. This 
makes it the ideal desk for every phase of life.

Whether warm and homey or cool and 
businesslike, the moll T7 is impressive  
for its concentration on the essential.
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For anyone  
on the move
No matter where

The moll T7 is not only flexible when it comes to height — it also offers the 
greatest possible mobility. It offers the right solution for any task. For concen-
trated work or reading and for creative activities, whether alone or for 
spontaneous collaboration. The castors integrated into the foot skids and 
the height compensation function make the moll T7 great for use anywhere.

Endless possibilities in one place: The moll 
T7 creates an ideal work environment no 
matter where it is used or for what purpose.

Its electric-powered height adjustment 
doesn’t just allow a quick change of posture, 
but also ensures that the moll T7 is suitable 
for a wide range of tasks.
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The history  
of good design
Outstanding quality is no accident

When competencies come together, something good happens. moll is the 
inventor of the desk that grows with the user and is the leading expert in 
designing workplaces that span the age groups. At the same time, in 
addition to technical and ergonomic knowledge, moll is outstandingly 
competent at product design. They create desks, chairs, containers and 
lamps in which design, function safety and sustainability merge into one.

The moll T7 is a synthesis of function, technology and form. The result is  
a desk like none before it — a lifelong solution that delivers satisfaction for  
a lifetime. The moll T7 combines character with variability. It integrates 
effortlessly into any space while still retaining its originality. Clear lines, 
reduction to the essential, balanced colors and a design language of the 
highest formal quality are what distinguishes the moll T7.

moll is committed to making solutions that win customers over. Even the 
professional world takes notice. The moll T7 has won the Red Dot Award: 
Product Design 2016.

 
 
Quality has a name
moll has stood for innovative design for more than 90 years

At moll, safety, ergonomics and quality are in every detail. All products are made in Germany for long life 
and sustainability. moll develops forward-thinking, height-adjustable, ergonomic, functional furniture, 
making it a trailblazer in innovative design and sophisticated function.

5-year quality guarantee
moll offers a 5-year quality guarantee on all 
products.

5-year availability guarantee
moll offers a 5-year availability guarantee 
for many products.

Made in Germany
moll products are developed in Germany and 
manufactured to the highest quality and 
safety standards.

Patents
Countless patents document moll’s develop-
ment prowess.

GS symbol
moll products have been tested by 
recognized testing institutes for safety 
standards.
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moll C7: with three drawers
 43 cm  54 cm  44 cm

moll T7: with drawer and electric-powered  
height adjustment

 115 cm  75 cm  56 – 118 cm

moll S6:  70 cm  70 cm
Seating height: 28 – 52 cm
Body size: 110 – 200 cm
Body weight: up to 90 kg

optional: height adapter 
extends basic height by 10 cm. 

optional: power management 
with multiplug and a cable duct

optional: seat or
backrest cushion

optional: C7 Pad
 43 cm  54 cm  6 cm

Light blue Lilac

Light blue

PinkRedLemon Orange

Beige Dark brownDark blue

May green

Walnut

Apricot

Oak

moll T7 / C7
Colors and woods

moll S6 / C7
Fabrics



Contact
moll Funktionsmöbel GmbH

Rechbergstraße 7
D-73344 Gruibingen

Phone +49 (0) 7335 181-183
info@moll-funktion.de

www.moll-funktion.de
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